Controlling topological defects in 3D liquid crystal phases is a crucial element in the development of novel devices, from bluephase displays to passive biochemical sensors. However, it remains challenging to realize the 3D topological conditions necessary to robustly and arbitrarily direct the formation of defects. Here, using a series of short pillar arrays as topological templates, we demonstrate the hierarchical assembly of focal conic domains (FCDs) in smectic-A liquid crystals that break the underlying symmetry of the pillar lattice, exhibit tunable eccentricity, and together develop a nontrivial yet organized array of defects. The key to our approach lies in the selection of the appropriate ratio of the size of focal domain to the dimension of pillars such that the system favors the "pinning" of FCD centers near pillar edges while avoiding the opposing effect of confinement. Our study unequivocally shows that the arrangement of FCDs is strongly influenced by the height and shape of the pillars, a feature that promotes both a variety of nontrivial self-assembled lattice types and the attraction of FCD centers to pillar edges, especially at regions of high curvature. Finally, we propose a geometric model to reconstruct the smectic layer structure in the gaps between neighboring FCDs to estimate the energetic effects of nonzero eccentricity and assess their thermodynamic stability.
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topography | pattern | microposts | alignment L iquid crystals (LCs) are anisotropic materials with physical properties that depend sensitively on both global and local molecular alignment. In LCs, average local molecular orientations assume geometries that can be controlled by boundary conditions (1, 2) and external fields (3, 4) , and the resulting mechanical and electric anisotropies of LCs provide powerful tools in controlling the propagation of light and the assembly of soft materials (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) . A quintessential example is the blue-phase LC organized around a 3D disclination network (11, 12) ; as a display component, it offers rapid response time without surface alignment (13) . The ability to tailor LCs with complex, topologically structured geometries will be necessary for the next generation of display technologies and beyond.
Under appropriate boundary conditions, the smectic-A (SmA) LC phase develops a regular array of micrometer-scale defect structures known as focal conic domains (FCDs), which have gone from mere geometric curiosities to the focus of much attention in recent years as an enabling technological tool (14) (15) (16) (17) . The smectic layers in each FCD form concentric sections of Dupin cyclides, generalizations of tori, with two linear focal sets (centers of curvature), an ellipse and a confocal hyperbola (18) . Whereas FCDs arise as the prototypical, kinetically trapped texture in bulk, a 2D lattice of axially symmetric toric FCDs (TFCDs) can be robustly produced in thin smectic films with antagonistic boundary conditions at the substrate and air interfaces. These TFCD arrays have been used to fabricate functional surfaces (19, 20) , to direct the self-assembly of soft microsystems (17, 21, 22) , to template lithographic patterns (23) , and to enhance charge transport in photovoltaics and transistors (24) . So far, most attention has been devoted to the precise manipulation of the locations of FCDs in 2D lattices by confining individual domains within small regions through both chemical and topographical patterning of the substrate (14, 15, 25) . For device applications, it is desirable to produce FCDs with prescribed arrangements in 2D and 3D over large regions and to scale down the LC patterning. Recently, we have demonstrated epitaxial assembly of a TFCD lattice with tailored domain size and symmetry using polymer-based micropillar arrays (26) .
Here, we present a unique level of control to direct the growth of FCD arrays by inducing hierarchical assembly of multiple FCDs centered at the edges of micropillars with nonoverlapping elliptical focal curves. Below a critical pillar height, the confining effects produced by anchoring conditions on the pillar sides are diminished, but the LC elastic and surface energies remain sensitive to the positions of the FCDs on the patterned substrate. Consequently, multiple FCDs "share" a single pillar and selfassemble in a hierarchical manner; changing the shape of the pillars promotes a variety of nontrivial FCD arrangements. We use a simple energetic model for the smectic LC that predicts the transition between this hierarchical assembly and topographic confinement of FCDs as the pillar height varies. Additionally, we exploit the size and spacing of the pillar array to tune the eccentricity, e, of the FCDs (see description in SI Text). In the case of TFCDs with circular focal curves, e = 0, whereas parabolic FCDs have e = 1. The ability to tune the eccentricity allows the creation of a versatile assortment of asymmetric FCD arrays, the first step toward the formation of 3D networks and more complex geometries. Finally, we present a geometric ansatz for the layer configurations that allows us to numerically investigate the energetic effects of nonzero eccentricity. These calculations are consistent with the observed nonzero eccentricity in the samples.
Results and Discussion
In a thin film geometry, smectic layers spontaneously assemble into FCDs in response to antagonistic boundary conditions, with homeotropic anchoring at the air interface and degenerate planar anchoring at substrate, in our system composed of the polymer SU-8. The total free energy of the system becomes a sum of three terms, the elastic energy of the LC and surface energies at both the air and substrate interfaces: ΔF = ΔF el + ΔF air + ΔF subs , where ΔF subs is highly dependent on topography of the substrate and we measure the free energy with respect to horizontal flat layers. Previously, we used circular micropillar arrays of SU-8 to confine SmA LCs both by limiting the surface area on the substrate available to each FCD with degenerate planar anchoring and by imposing frustrating degenerate planar anchoring conditions along the vertical pillar sides (26) . It is natural to ask (i) how the FCD arrangement changes when the pillars become short enough so that their vertical sides do not present an insurmountable barrier to local FCD anchoring, and (ii) how the arrangement of FCDs and the smectic layer structure depend on pillar shapes and lateral dimensions. Previous research on nematic LCs in micropillar arrays has highlighted the importance of pillar shape in determining the texture and controlling the placement of defects, demonstrating an inherently bistable LC display (27, 28) .
Here, we fabricated three sets of short (H = 1 μm height) SU-8 micropillar arrays of differing cross-section (circular vs. elliptical; Fig. 1 A1-C3 ). The SmA LC film thickness cast on pillars was kept constant (h ∼7 μm) so that h-H > h c ∼1.5 μm, the minimum film thickness at which FCDs form. In the case of circular pillars, the center-to-center spacing between pillars along a diagonal of the square lattice is S = 12 μm, roughly twice the TFCD diameter (7.2 μm) that minimizes the free energy of a single TFCD on a substrate with degenerate planar anchoring at the same h. As seen in Fig. 1 A2 and A3 , four FCDs formed on each pillar with their centers lying on the lattice diagonal and near the pillar edges. On elliptical pillars, the number of FCDs on each pillar decreased from four, to three (A/B = 1.2; Fig. 1 B2 and B3) , to two (A/B = 2.5; Fig. 1 C2 and C3) , which is in sharp contrast to our previously reported confinement effect with taller pillars (H ≥ 1.5 μm) (26) , where FCD centers were positioned only in the centers of pillars or evenly spaced between neighboring pillars (see schematics in Fig. 2 ). Simply by reducing the height of pillars, we have effectively changed the interaction between pillar sides and FCD centers from repulsive to attractive, thereby promoting "edge-pinning" of FCD centers to the boundaries of short pillars. As the pillar's minor axis length decreases, fewer FCDs are packed with their centers on the pillar edge.
To further elucidate the edge-pinning effect, we prepared an array of 1-μm-tall, Y-shaped pillars with each side of length 30 μm, a much larger lateral scale than the cylindrical pillars. Under crossed polarizers, the Maltese cross patterns of each FCD were clearly distorted at the edges of the Y-shaped pillar (Fig. 1D) . The distortion was even more apparent in the 3D topography of the top surface imaged by atomic force microscopy (AFM; Fig. 1D4 ): the surface was depressed at the periphery of the Y pattern but relaxed in the middle to the height of the surrounding flat region, confirming that the attraction of FCD centers to pillar edges is strong enough to disrupt the assembly of close-packed hexagonal lattices of TFCDs. The hierarchical nature of the epitaxial assembly leads to geometric relations among the orientations of FCD groups from one pillar to the next over regions spanning the whole pillar array. For example, in Fig. 1A the centers of the four FCDs surrounding each circular pillar form a square aligned with the substrate patterning's lattice directions consistently from pillar to pillar. Different pillar shapes yield distinct hierarchical arrangements of FCDs. An especially interesting case is presented by the most eccentric pillars in Fig. 1C , where the two FCDs on each pillar are connected by a line slightly rotated off the major axis of the ellipse. This pattern breaks mirror symmetry along the pillar's major axis, and the choice of ground state is consistent over regions spanning tens of pillars, even though the substrate patterning does not break this symmetry. In this way, simply by varying the pillar height and shapes, we are able to transform the arrangements of FCDs into anisotropic patterns, exhibiting order over large regions.
The importance of pillar shape to hierarchical assembly of FCDs is further evidenced by the attraction of domains to the more highly curved regions of convex pillar edges shown in Fig.   1C . We attribute this effect to the strong steric repulsion between the neighboring FCDs. Two FCDs will prefer to position themselves as far apart as possible while remaining tangent and keeping their centers pinned to the pillar edge. The effective attraction of FCD centers to pillar "corners" is especially evident in pillars with triangular cross-sections (Fig. 1E) .
The transition from surface confinement to edge-pinning results from a delicate balance of the elastic (layer curvature) energy in the bulk and the surface energy of both the LC/air and the LC/substrate interfaces (SI Text). Degenerate planar anchoring along the pillar's vertical surface imposes an energy penalty for rod-like molecules tilted out of the vertical direction unless the molecule happens to tilt in the tangent plane to the pillar edge. For tall pillars (empirically, H ≥ 1.5 μm), the substrate surface energy favors smectic layers horizontal at the pillar edge, a condition that is not satisfied in the interior of an FCD. Thus, the surface energy promotes confinement, with the FCD centers as far as possible from the pillar edges. In contrast, the elastic energy is concentrated most strongly near the elliptic and hyperbolic defect curves of the FCD, the focal set of the Dupin cyclides. This effect would be further enhanced by including a core energy for the defect curves; in this analysis, we have omitted this core energy because its form is uncertain and a transition from confinement to edge-pinning occurs by considering only the bulk elastic energy. If the dimension of the pillar and the LC thickness are chosen so that two or more FCDs form for each pillar, then the elastic energy often favors "hiding" the lower portion of the hyperbolic defect curve inside of the pillar, removing a significant fraction of the elastic energy (SI Text). The role of the pillar's top surface is more subtle, but the degenerate planar anchoring conditions on this surface generally favor the edge-pinning configuration for short pillars. The balance of these energies promotes edge-pinning as the confining effects of the pillar diminish with decreasing pillar height.
To understand the transition from confinement to edge-pinning with decreasing pillar height, we use numerical energy calculations to investigate a simplified scenario: two TFCDs and one pillar in the shape of a circular cylinder. Fig. 2 presents the calculated free energy ΔF relative to the reference state of equally spaced, horizontal planar layers, as a function of the relative position of the pillar center along the line connecting the two TFCD centers (see calculation in SI Text). We set the pillar radius to 1.1× the TFCD radius, so that it is possible to hide portions of both straight-line focal curves within the pillar. The LC thickness is 10 μm and the TFCD radius is 5.2 μm, chosen to minimize the analytic expression for ΔF on a flat substrate (20) . For all values of H, local minima in ΔF are seen when the pillar is centered directly at the center of either TFCD, and when the pillar is positioned symmetrically between the two TFCDs. The results reveal that the global minimum changes as H decreases: for H > 2 μm, the energy is minimized by centering the pillar at the center of either TFCD, corresponding to a confinement effect. For shorter pillars, the global minimum switches to a symmetric configuration of two TFCDs "sharing" a pillar equally, with their centers near the pillar edges. This calculation correctly captures the transition of FCDs from confinement to edge-pinning with decreasing pillar height.
The edge-pinning regime provides a geometric means to tune the eccentricity of FCDs. By comparing the AFM height profile of FCD arrays formed on circular and elliptical pillar arrays to LC textures observed in optical and SEM images (Fig. 3) , we find two surprising features. First, the LC thickness is typically smaller over the pillar, where the substrate is raised, than over the lower regions between pillars. Along a line that passes through successive cusp-like indentations marking the terminations of hyperbolic defects at the air interface, we measure an alternating set of large and small arcs on the topmost layer. Moreover, there is a lack of axial symmetry about the cusp. The absence of axial symmetry clearly implies that the edge-pinned FCDs are not toric; their eccentricity is nonzero.
FCDs with zero and nonzero eccentricity are illustrated in Fig.  4 A-C. Nontoric FCDs select a particular direction in the plane given by the direction in which the hyperbola points. In the topmost-layer profile, the periodic alternation of small and large arcs suggests the following model: the hyperbola face inward toward the pillar centers, and thus face away from each other over the space between the pillars (Fig. 4D) .
Why should nonzero eccentricity be favored in the edge-pinning regime? We propose an answer based on geometry. Consider the square array of circular pillars (Fig. 1A) , where S slightly exceeds 4× the pillar radius of 2.75 μm. Consequently, TFCDs in a symmetrical arrangement with their centers pinned to the edges of one pillar could not possibly have their ellipses tangent to those of the corresponding TFCDs of the neighboring pillars. A small gap would be left in between, creating extra area on the substrate with unfavorable, homeotropic anchoring rather than the preferred degenerate planar anchoring.
However, the FCD array can close the gap by shifting to small but nonzero eccentricity. Like the TFCD, an FCD of any eccentricity enjoys degenerate planar anchoring on a level surface in the area enclosed by its ellipse. Because the hyperbolic defect passes through the focus of the ellipse rather than through its center, nonzero eccentricity can shift the FCD center so that the ellipse is tangent to the ellipse of a neighboring pillar's FCD, while maintaining edge-pinning of the hyperbolic defect. Based on the dimensions presented for Fig. 1A , this geometric model predicts an eccentricity, e = 0.12, which agrees reasonably well with a separate estimate e = 0.08, based on the AFM data in Fig.  3 C and D (SI Text). Furthermore, nonzero eccentricity can decrease the elastic energy by bending the hyperbolic focal curve toward the pillar center, thus hiding more of the FCD's highcurvature central region inside the pillar.
The regular assembly of FCDs in groups of two to four poses an interesting problem as to how the LC molecules fill the interstices between the domains. For TFCDs, the interstices are filled by horizontal layers, onto which the layers of the TFCD match with continuous layer normals on a right cylinder, intersecting the circular focal curve. FCDs of nonzero eccentricity oriented in different directions cannot be joined by planar layers. Instead, elliptic-hyperbolic FCDs typically assemble in groups with their hyperbolic focal curves, or their extensions, all intersecting at a single point P, and with the elliptical focal curves tangent to their neighbors. Friedel (29) showed that FCDs associated in this way can be joined, with continuous layer position and normal direction, across bounding surfaces in the form of right circular cones with apices at P, and that include the elliptical focal curves.
It is geometrically possible for smectic layers to fill the space outside of these "corresponding cones" with portions of spheres concentric about P, again without discontinuity in layer position or normal direction, as demonstrated by Sethna and Kléman Lavrentovich (32) , the sample is divided into quasi-pyramidal regions, each filled by FCDs and spheres organized around a given point P, as well as wedges between the pyramids, which are filled by portions of still more FCDs. This construction fills a region entirely with layer configurations possessing only zero-and one-dimensional focal sets.
In thin-film smectics, there is no energetic prohibition of more general layer configurations with 2D focal sets outside the FCDs, provided that the focal sets of these interstitial regions lie below or above the sample as "image cusps" that are not physically realized in the smectic. In this sense, confinement dramatically expands the range of possible layer geometries even in an ideal system.
To quantitatively estimate the effect of nonzero eccentricity on the free energy, we propose an ansatz configuration for the layers in the case of four FCDs around a circular pillar as in Fig.  1A. (We focus on this case for modeling because it enjoys the highest symmetry.) Our ansatz employs the conical bounding surfaces of Friedel (29) but not the concentric spheres of Sethna and Kléman (30) or Bragg's pyramids (31) . First, we choose a point on the hyperbolic focal curve to serve as the apex of a right circular cone C that passes through all points on the elliptical focal curve. C provides a boundary separating the FCD on the inside from some other layer configuration on the outside (Fig. 5A) .
However, how will we bridge the gaps between the cones? Because C consists of generators for the Dupin cyclides, the layers meet the cone at right angles. Generators are straight lines consisting of surface normals to parallel layers, which remain constant from layer to layer in the normal direction and point toward the center of curvature. Consider a point E u on the elliptical focal curve parameterized by u ∈ [0,2π) (SI Text), and the subset of the FCD with one center of curvature at E u , the other center lying on a variable point on the hyperbola (Fig. 5B) . This subset consists of circular arcs concentric about E u . Continuity of the layer normal across the bounding cone requires that the cone generator through E u is also the generator of the layers just outside the cone. We thus choose a new center of curvature along the same generator. A natural choice is the intersection I u of the cone generator with the corresponding generator of the neighboring FCD's bounding cone. This intersection lies somewhere below the sample. The simplest reasonable construction is to fill in the regions outside the bounding cones with circular arcs concentric about I u , in the plane containing the cone generator through E u and the cone normal direction along this generator.
When the construction is repeated for all u ∈ [0,2π), we obtain a set of parallel surfaces that matches the FCD layers along the boundary cone and bridges the space between FCDs in a manner compatible with the observed fourfold symmetry (Fig. 5C) . Using this construction, we can produce simulated AFM data for the topmost layer that agrees reasonably well with the experimental data (compare Figs. 5D and 3C ). In combination with the structure of the FCD itself, this ansatz provides a family of spacefilling smectic-layer geometries parameterized by the eccentricity. We numerically evaluate the elastic-and surface-energy integrals for these geometries and plot the total ΔF as a function of e in Fig. 5E . This plot shows that ΔF for eccentricity e ( 0.04 is comparable to that at e = 0, whereas ΔF increases nearly monotonically for larger e. This result is consistent with the experimental observation of stability of nonzero eccentricity on the order of 0.1. Adding a core defect energy for the hyperbolic focal curve would decrease the free energy at e T 0.1 relative to that at e = 0, due to a portion of the hyperbola disappearing inside the pillar as discussed above.
Could this system alternatively be modeled by the pyramids and wedges construction of Bragg? In the case of four FCDs around a circular pillar, we could imagine constructing an indented square pyramid around each pillar, containing four FCDs whose hyperbolas intersect at the pyramid's apex, along with portions of concentric spheres. A roughly tetrahedral wedge containing a portion of an FCD is inserted between every pair of neighboring pyramids. Finally, each four-corner meeting point of the pyramids' bases on the substrate also serves as the apex of an inverted square pyramid filled only with concave-down portions of spherical layers, forming the purple regions in Fig. 3C . This model predicts a concave-up region above the center of every pillar, where the layers would form portions of spheres concentric about a point above the sample. It is possible that the slight depression in the middle of the smaller arc of Fig. 3D is evidence of such a concave-up region. However, the concave-up region in the AFM data are no more than 1 μm in width, implying that the ellipse eccentricity exceeds 0.7, far greater than our estimate e ∼ 0.080 based on calculations independent of our model for the interstices (SI Text). Furthermore, similar slight depressions are arguably visible in Fig. 3H , for the case of two FCDs around elliptical pillars, but are not expected in a model using Sethna and Kléman (30) filling with concentric spheres. If the bounding cones of FCDs are tangent to those of their neighbors, then the white dashed line in Fig. 3G passes from one FCD to the next without going through a region of spherical layers over the pillars. Future studies will probe the theoretical and experimental differences between these models. With maximum parsimony in mind, we propose our model, which fits the geometry and eccentricity more readily.
In conclusion, we have shown that using SU-8 micropillar arrays of variable dimension and geometry (height, shape, and spacing) as topographical templates, we can introduce hierarchical assembly of FCDs and tune their eccentricity in a SmA LC assembly. By decreasing the micropillar height, we observe a transition from confinement of isolated domains to the hierarchical growth of FCDs, tangent to their neighbors, with their hyperbolic focal lines pinned near the pillar edges. The size and shape of the pillars can be used to control the type of hierarchical FCD arrangement; the anisotropy of the pillar shape allows us to reliably predict the locations of FCDs relative to the substrate patterning due to the effective attraction of FCDs to pillar corners. The nontrivial, but apparently smooth, matching of smectic layers between neighboring FCDs on a nonuniform substrate presents an intriguing theoretical problem for which we have suggested a geometric ansatz. These topographic tools significantly enrich the library of possible FCD arrays, making it possible to create more complex 3D structured soft systems beyond trivial assembly.
Materials and Methods
LC Synthesis. The SmA LC used in this study [4′- (5, 5, 6, 6, 7, 7, 8, 8, 9 ,9,10,10, 11,-11,12,12,12-heptadecaflu-orododecyloxy)-biphenyl-4-carboxylic acid ethyl ester] was synthesized by a two-step reaction following the literature (33) . Briefly, a mixture of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) prepolymer and cross-linker (RTV615; GE Silicones; 10:1, wt/wt) was poured on top of the pillar master, followed by curing at 65°C for 4 h to prepare the PDMS mold. SU-8 2 solution (MicroChem Corp.) was spincoated onto a clean silicon wafer at 15.550 × g (Eppendorf; rotor F-34-6-38) for 30 s to obtain a film thickness of 1.5 μm. The SU-8 thin film was soft-baked at 65°C for 2 min and 95°C for 2 min before placing the PDMS mold on the molten SU-8 film for another 2 min at 95°C for capillary force lithography (CFL). A slight pressure was applied to ensure conformal contact between the mold and the SU-8 film. The film was then cooled down to room temperature. To enhance the pillar mechanical strength, we exposed the pillars together with the PDMS mold to UV light (Newport 97435 Oriel Flood Exposure Source, 100 mJ·cm −2 at 365 nm), followed by postexposure baking at 65°C for 2 min and 95°C for 2 min to cross-link the SU-8. Finally, the SU-8 pillar array was peeled off from the PDMS mold after cooling to room temperature. The SU-8 pillars were rinsed with isopropanol and dried with compressed air. To fabricate pillars with elliptical cross-sections, a 1.2-mm-thick rectangular (1 × 3 cm) PDMS mold with a circular hole array was stretched uniaxially at 5% and 25% strain levels, followed by CFL described above.
Free-Energy Calculations. In this paper, all calculations for the free energy of a smectic layer configuration are taken relative to a reference state where all of the layers are horizontal planes with equal spacing. The free energy is a sum of three terms,
The first term is the elastic energy,
where H is the layer mean curvature, G is the layer Gaussian curvature, and K 1 and K are associated elastic moduli. The second term is the surface tension energy associated with the dimple-like deformation in the topmost layer,
where σ air ⊥ is the surface tension associated with homeotropic anchoring at the air interface and h(x, y) is the height function describing the topmost layer. The third term represents the preference for degenerate planar anchoring on the substrate. For the horizontal substrate surfaces on pillar tops and between pillars, it has the form
whereρ is the smectic layer's unit normal vector at the substrate,ẑ is the unit vector in the vertical direction, and Δσ subs ¼ σ subs k − σ subs ⊥ < 0 is the relative energy per unit area of degenerate planar vs. homeotropic anchoring. The anchoring potential is of the commonly used Rapini-Papoular form. For the pillar side surfaces,
wherev is the unit normal vector of the pillar side. Numerical integration is performed using Mathematica 7.0 and 8.0. Numerical values of constants are given below. We now describe the calculation of each energy component in more detail. To calculate the elastic free energy, we use expressions for the curvature energy adapted from Kléman and Lavrentovich (1):
e cos uþρ c dρ Θ ðu; t; ρÞw i ðu; t; ρÞ
e cos uþρ c dρ Θ ðu; t; ρÞw i ðu; t; ρÞ Here, a is the focal conic domain (FCD) semimajor axis length; e is the FCD eccentricity; K 1 is the splay (mean curvature) elastic modulus; Λ ≡ K þ 2K 1 , where K is the Gaussian curvature modulus; u parameterizes the elliptical focal curve; t parameterizes the hyperbolic focal curve; ρ parameterizes the layers, measuring distance in the layer normal direction divided by a; Φ measures the maximum value of ρ × a at the air interface and is comparable to the LC thickness; T determines which point on the hyperbola serves as the apex of the bounding cone as described in the text; region I corresponds to generators that terminate on the hyperbola; region II corresponds to generators that terminate at the air interface; and Θ(u, t, ρ) is a unit step function whose value is zero inside of the pillar (where there is no LC) and one outside of the pillar. Whereas Kléman and Lavrentovich (1) obtain an elegant result for the integrated elastic free energy by assuming that the hyperbolic focal curve extends to infinity, here the nontrivial boundaries at the pillars and the air interface require us to compute ΔF el numerically.
Because the boundary of the pillar is more naturally expressed in Cartesian coordinates than in the FCD coordinates (u, t, ρ), we use the following transformation to calculate Θ(u, t, ρ) for an FCD with its hyperbola in the xz plane: [S1]
To calculate ΔF air , we use the area measure on the smectic layer at ρ = Φ/a, again adapted from ref. 1:
ð1 − e cos u cos tÞ
To calculate the substrate interface energy ΔF subs , we need the smectic layers' normal directionρ as a function of x, y, z. In the region of the substrate that is enclosed by the elliptical focal curve and outside of the pillar,ρ has no z-component, so the energy per unit area is simply Δσ subs . However, for the pillar top and side surfaces, we are required to computeρ. In the FCD coordinates, we have the analytic expression
We then need (u, t) as functions of (x, y, z), i.e., the inverse of transformation S1. Though no analytic relation for this transformation is available for arbitrary eccentricity e, at e = 0 (TFCD case), we can readily write
where b is the domain radius. Remarkably, it has been shown that the coordinates at arbitrary e are related to those of a TFCD by a Lorentz transformation (2):
This transformation maps each point on a TFCD in the unprimed system to a corresponding point on an FCD of arbitrary eccentricity having the same values of u and t in the primed system. Here we make the identifications β ≡ −e, γ ≡ ð1−β 2 Þ − 1 2 , and ϕ′ ≡ ρ′a, where a is the semimajor axis length in the primed system. The semiminor axis length b ¼ a ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 1 − e 2 p in the primed system equals the TFCD radius in the unprimed system, so ϕ = ρb as defined above. By substituting Eq. S3C into the transformation S4, we obtain a quartic equation in x whose coefficients depend on (x′, y′, z′) and e:
Eq. S5 is solved numerically for x, from which u and t are obtained via Eq. S3 A and B. Finally, we can computeρðu; tÞ as in Eq. S2 at the Cartesian coordinates (x′, y′, z′) corresponding to the pillar boundaries. For the geometric ansatz connecting the smectic layers between neighboring FCDs, the energetic contribution of the regions outside the FCDs is calculated from an explicit expression for the height of the topmost layer h(x, y) constructed from a union of circular arcs as described in the text. The height function gives the principal curvatures k , y) on the topmost layer, a generator is constructed by traveling downward alongρ until reaching the substrate, and the generator is parameterized by ϕ, which has units of length and equals zero at the topmost layer. Along the generator, the assumption of parallel layers implies that the principal radii of curvature are R i ðϕÞ ¼ R 0 i þ ϕ for i = 1, 2, and thus the area measure on a layer varies as
These expressions allow us to integrate the mean and Gaussian curvatures over ϕ along each generator, and then integrate over all generators parameterized by their values (x, y) at the air interface, weighted by the appropriate area measure. Implicit in these calculations is the assumption that no focal sets exist outside the FCDs. The contribution to ΔF air is similarly calculated from h(x, y) and the area measure. Additionally, the contribution to ΔF subs on the horizontal substrate surfaces is calculated from h(x, y) by finding the value ϕ* of ϕ where a given generator intersects the substrate, settinĝ ρ·ẑ ¼ ½1 þ ð∇hÞ 2 − 1 2 , and integrating over generators using the area measure dA(ϕ*). For the contribution to ΔF subs on the pillar sides, we approximate the layer normal direction at (x, y, z) to be the same as the normal direction of the topmost layer at the same (x, y), which is valid in the limit of slowly varying h(x, y).
The ansatz requires us to choose a value of T, which marks the point on the hyperbola that serves as the apex of the FCD's bounding cone. Because the bounding cone apex is expected to be located above the LC/air interface, a lower bound for T is provided by T min = arccos(a/Φ), corresponding to the termination of the hyperbolic focal curve at the air interface. An upper bound for T is provided by T max = arccos(c/a), which corresponds to the point on the hypothetically extended hyperbola positioned directly over the point on the ellipse at u = 0. If T > T max , then the layer normal would be vertical at some point within the FCD, which is not observed in the atomic force microscopy (AFM) data. Generally, we found that the choice of T in the interval [T min , T max ] had little effect on the calculation result or on agreement with the AFM data. We therefore chose T ¼ Here, a is the ellipse semimajor axis, b the semiminor axis, and c ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
. The variable u ∈ [0, 2π) marks the point on the ellipse through which the generator containingX passes. The variable t ∈ [0, π] marks the point on the hyperbola through which the generator containingX passes. The variable ϕ parameterizes the parallel layers. At the topmost layer, we say ϕ = Φ. Let t p < π 2 be the value of t where the hyperbola terminates at the air interface. By setting y = 0 for all u, we find t * = arccos(a/Φ). The plane of the hyperbolic focal curve is chosen to be the xz plane. The hyperbola is given byHðtÞ ¼ ðc sec t; 0; b tan tÞ. It follows that, for two FCDs with hyperbolic focal curves oriented toward each other, the distance between their ellipse foci (where the hyperbolas meet the xy plane at t = 0) is
where δx is the horizontal distance between the two cusps in the AFM data. Now consider the geometry observed in Fig. 1A , with four FCDs per pillar on a square array of pillars with circular crosssection. We assume that each FCD is tangent at four points to a square with one vertex at the center of the pillar, with side length equal to half of the center-to-center spacing W of nearest-neighbor pillars, and whose sides are aligned with the substrate patterning lattice directions (Fig. S2 ). This geometry requires that 
